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KNOWING THE CONGREGATION

Bruce McKenzie

Members of the congregation in general have a very deep knowledge of a
narrow spectrum of life within their Church.  They have a superficial
knowledge (often based on myths and hearsay) about the Church as a
whole.  However, most parishioners behave in the belief that they know
their Church.

For these reasons, the second stage in the mission planning process is a
series of activities that enable both the Church members and their potential
partners in mission, to formulate a common valid knowledge base. Further,
as with the first stage of affirming and celebrating, this second stage has to
be owned and managed by the parishioners, or persons they endorse and
empower to implement these activities.

The task of creating a congregational knowledge base about the whole
church is a complex and time consuming one.  Accuracy is more critical
than in any scientific experiment, because as stated in the first line of this
chapter, each facet of church life is known in depth by at least a few
members, who will judge the authenticity of the whole knowledge base,
on the accuracy of the part they know.

While it is likely  that 'mission planners' are well aware of this need for an
accurate comprehensive congregational data bank (see 12 Keys by
Kennon Callahan for example), it is my experience that its significance is
underplayed, and superficial 'office' documents (these incorporate some
statistical information on a few performance indicators that are insensitive
to the unique local situation), are prepared to the long term detriment of
their mission initiatives.  Churches that have traditionally sought to avoid
mission need to be able to measure change as they embrace it.  Both the
mission scenarios themselves and the evaluation of the mission programs
are best assessed against a comprehensive congregational knowledge base.
Since church life is experienced in a holistic sense, members of the church
will want to understand and measure change against the many  dimensions
that make up that whole.

While financial resources are rarely available for the completion of such an
extensive resource, the local congregation has, given time, the capacity to
compile the knowledge base from its own resources. The limited financial
resources can be used to assemble externally created data, like ABS
community profiles, national church life survey etc..

What most congregations do not have, is the experience or knowledge on
how to collect. collate and present information.  Outside experience is
therefore required to shape and direct the compilation of the knowledge
bank, with the congregation.
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In this role I seek to have a variety of congregational members tell me
about the church, this is not necessarily a telling of the 'hard facts', but how
they experience living in the church community.  From these stories local
labels for areas of church life can be assembled.1   Care must be taken
when using previously published material about the church, as it has
possibly had local labels edited out or labels have changed (a factor of
time). Use of the local 'language' is an important recognition of local
ownership of the knowledge base, and enhances congregational
understanding of the information that they were not previously aware of.

If more time is available the most effective methodology is called 'soft
systems'.2  In this approach church members, usually working in small
groups, create 'rich pictures' (it's alright to include emotions with the facts),
of the congregation's life.  In this way information inadequacies,
inaccuracies and insights are recognised in a non threatening format and
areas and issues for study to build up the congregation knowledge
resource are identified.

 The usual topics for assembling a congregation profile such as:

*  Demographic information about members
*  Church buildings, infrastructure and facilities
*  Professional and lay staff
*  Access opportunities (eg Public Transport etc.)
*  Information and Communications
*  Nurturing, and Outreach Programs
*  Leisure sharing
*  Emergency and Other Services
*  Relationship to other religious and community organisations
*  Leadership and Councils

can be used to ensure all aspects of church life are incorporated in the
knowledge base.

Since it is important to collect information from as many  sources as
possible and especially from all congregational members, it is appropriate
to form teams of members to search for and collect the information.  The
facilitator's function is to assist each team formulate the questions they
need to ask, of the various sources, to get the information required.3   It is
important that the facilitator works in a responsive mode, prompting, and
clarifying the questions.   Working with a small steering committee who
brainstorm questions, that they and others ask about the church, is a good
technique for starting discussion about the type of questionnaire that
should be assembled.

Another approach, I have found successful, is to table ABS data about the
district and ask the group to explain what it means for the church, in terms
of now and the future.  These conversations quickly lead to a lot of
questions for which answers are not readily available and therefore,
indicate directions for further exploration.
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As stated above, the information for the data bank will ideally be collected
by members.  If a church group, like the UCF or Youth Club, is used to
collect information through interview or other survey techniques, it is
important the facilitator brief all participants so that their story, about this
stage in the mission planning program, to congregation members, is
identical.

It is further important, for the facilitator, to demystify the process of
information collation, interpretation and reporting, to the congregation.
This can be achieved by members working with the 'expert' and learning
how relationships between separate pieces of information can be made
through cross- tabulation and other techniques.  It is my experience that
these processes are readily understood, since most people use similar
techniques of deduction in their daily life.  The problem is the 'jargon' used
to label the process.

Access to the knowledge base by the congregation is an integral part of
this stage.  Summaries of the collected information should be made
available to all members, and a detailed presentation at a congregational
meeting.  In many circumstances this gathering of the church will set both
the context and climate, for the following stages in the mission planning
process.  It is therefore very important to incorporate activities that will
make the gathering a significant occasion in the congregation's life.  To
this end I have encouraged the organisers to include activities like:

• Childrens' drawing of  "How I think our church will look in
ten years"  and a story writing competition about "What I
most want to know about my church is ....................... because
.................."

• Public acknowledgement and celebration of the icons, events
and people identified as significant to the  congregation in
stage one.

• Sharing a meal, preparing and eating food is an important
linking experience and has a strong tradition in Australian
congregations.

• Photographic and video presentations of  congregation
members emphasising their personality and place in the
church, (giving attention to ordinary).

In other words the congregation meeting is used in the sense of both
celebration and learning.  It is my experience that such occasions, once
prevalent in churches, are now rarely organised and therefore, offer the
opportunity to stamp this mission planning stage firmly into the minds and
life of the congregation.

CONCLUSION
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The Congregation Status File that can be compiled through this stage is a
valuable resource in itself for any agency, enterprise or individual who
wishes to improve their operations with, or on behalf of the congregation.
Further, the file greatly facilitates submission writing by church
organisations and provides quality data for all planning activities.

Just as  Aboriginal  communities marked their place with a public
statement in the form of a 'ring' tree, the publication of a Congregation
Status File marks a church's place today - marking it in a way that
consolidates the earlier stage in the mission planning process, and
providing a basis for looking forward with confidence.

ENDNOTES

1. This identification of local labels is very important in the structuring
of questionnaire and interview schedules since they can transform,
another "survey" to  "our survey."  Locals who may conduct the
survey also are more relaxed and supportive working with a "local
document".

2. This methodology is explained in the text "Soft Systems
Methodology in Action" by Peter Checkland and Jim Scholes,
published by Wiley ,in 1990.

3. An excellent example of this method has been developed by the
Rural Community Council network in the United Kingdom and
recently adapted for computer use by the Countryside and
Community Research Units, Cheltenham and Glouchester College
of Higher Education.  The technique known as "Village Appraisal"
is in essence, a study by local residents, to take stock of all aspects of
their village and its life, highlighting its assets, deficiencies, problems
and needs. It can be readily translated to use within a community
organisation such as the local church.

The Uniting Church in Australia, National Assembly Working Groups on Mission and
Evangelism has added this article to the on line Mission Folio in September 2001.

The folio is made up of papers and reports reflecting on mission and evangelism in the
Australian context.  The folio includes a number of papers from the National Theological
Consultation held in Adelaide in 2000 and will progressively include some of the major
statements from the Assembly over the past twenty-five years. We would be pleased to
hear from you and this is an invitation for you to send papers for inclusion in the folio.

For further information Contact the Rev Dean Eland at deanelnd@melbpc.org.au
Phone at 03 9311 116 or fax at 03 9311 2665. PO Box 384 SUNSHINE 3020.

This article is one of twenty articles included in “Congregations Learning Together for the
Future; a Workbook to help plan and create cluster ministries”, produced by the
Commission for Mission, Synod of Victoria in November 1996. Editors Bruce McKenzie
and Rev Dean Eland.


